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Zhumabek N. Zh.
Eurasianism and Interethnic Relations in the Modern Society
In the given scientific article the eurasianism is viewed as a particular type of an attitude of person
towards the world. Eurasian idea is perceived as a synthesis of the West and the East, the dialogue of
cultures and civilizations.
Shauenov D.
The Problem of the “Perfect Man” in Abu Hamid al-Gazali’s Worldview
The problem of the “Perfect man” in the Abu Hamid al-Gazali’s in the al-Gazali’s worldview on
the basis of the spiritual content of Koran is examined in the article. The author shows the deposit of the
medieval thinker in the history of the philosophic views on the man’s perfect ness.
Zhayloobaeva A.T.
About the Connexion of Intuitivism and Reasoning in the Ibn Sina’s and al-Farabi’s
Doctrines
In article causality concepts of intuitivism by al-Farabi and Ibn Sina are considered and it is
showed the continuity in their views. The conceptual device of these concepts are studied. In article it is
studied features rational and intuintivistic methods of knowledge of Ibn Sina and by al-Farabi. On the
basis of the analysis of works of these scientists cause and effect problems are considered.
In the monography of Ibn Sina communication of cause and effect proved by it with categories of
necessity and accident, a form and content is distinctly observed. Ibn Sina as the scientist, facing a
concrete medical and biologic problem solves it from the scientific point of view.
Kabylova A.S.
Doctrine of the State Governing in the Yusuf balasaguni”s Work «Kutadgu Bilik»
The article examines of problems intellect of the J.Balasaguni the examples are given and general
word-view is revealed in this context. The special interest presents morally-ethical views of the medieval
thinker, who have rendered the significant influences upon the general development of the civilizations.
We introduce that detailed their illumination could bring the known profit in deal of the upbringing the
young generation.
Omarov Zh.
Problem of love in the Maylyhoja’s worldview
The problem of love in the Maylyhoja’s worldview is analyzed in the article. On the basis of the
Islamic onception of love Maylyhoja develops the Sufi understanding of love.
The continuous connexion of singing praises for love between H.A. Yassaui and the Kazakh akynszhyrau of XIX century including Maylyhozha is examined in the article.
Myrzabekov M.M.
The Problem of a Man in the Haji Bektas’s Philosophy

The problems of human of the worldview by Hadji Bektash in this article is analyzed. Problem of a
human in the Haji Bektash Uali’s work is examined in the article. The Sufi aspects of “Makalat” doctrine
in the context of “Uahdat al-vujut” and “insane-i-kamil” conceptions are examined in the article.
Seitimov A.G.
Samples of the Picturesque Thinking of the Kazakh Ethnos
Unity and variety of artistic perception of the world of the modern Kazakh nation. Sides of the
philosophical approaches to cognition and perception and the scenery reflection of the world are analyzed
in the given article. On the basis of study of the examples of the applied art, analysis of the Kazakh
ornament art, the national images of the world are analyzed in the article.
Ongarov E.A.
Values of Islam - Cultural-Antropologic Phenomenon
In the historic context of the problems of Islamic values, and their specific take the important place
in the Kazakh traditional culture. In the article, the specific character of the spiritual Islamic values of
traditional nomadic Kazak culture is analized.
Baipakov M.K.
The Role of the “Nur Otan” Party Fraction in the Development of the Parliamentarism in
Kazakhstan
In the article, the new phenomenon of the party fraction in Kazakhstan is analyzed. It is stated that
the “Nur Otan” party fraction is an important factor in the development of the parliamentarism in
Kazakhstan.
Tauekelova N.B.
The Role of “Nur-Otan” Party in the Development of Civil Society
The author in the given article comes to the conclusion that “Nur-Otan” party turned in to the key
instrument of the connection of authority with the population of Kazakhstan, and simultaneously became
a mechanism of consolidation of all supporters of the political and economic course which is conducted
by the government.
Akyn B.K.
To Experience of Political Comparativist Modernizations of Kazakhstan and Japan
Contemporary modernization of Kazakhstan and Japan in this article was Considered. Eastern
Asian model in Japan also it was researched and analyzed.
Dunaev V.U.
After-Postmodernism in the Seek of Jenre (Contemplations Over the
Solovieva’s Book “Philosophy and life”)

G.G.

Some ideological - stylistic features of the book of G.G. Solovjeva «Philosophy and life»,
describing a philosophical discourse of afterpostmodern, are discussed in the article.
Musayeva N.R.
Genuine Master of the Philosophical Word
The author reveals the many sides of the creative activity of the Kazakhstan philosopher – Agyn
Hayrulla son Kasymzhanov.
Deposits of the Professor A.H. Kasymzhanov in the development of the domestic Farabi study and
solving of methodological problems in the process of establishment of the independent Kazakhstan
philosophy are examined and marched in the article.

